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-   -   Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) (http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?t=13128)  

 

 

Duck98 06-23-2006 01:31 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

The true face of advantage conferences. HMMM! 

 

Yes I am getting vitriolic. And yes I'm not exactly turning the other cheek or allowing you folk 

to walk over us. Yes I am making snide remarks and Lord forgive me for doing so but there are 

limits to what I will take against those I love and care for. I tend to be a little like Saint Peter in 

that respect. Anyone missing an ear? I only hope and pray that when I really have to stand up 

and be counted that I don't hear the cock crow three times, if you get my drift. 

 

So my wild and woolly poster children for Most People:  

 

B R I N G I T O N ! ! 

 

roflmao! You tout for a "company" who fleece their flock. 

 

You are about as "christian" as my avatar. 

 

as for "bring it on" - sure will. Every post about this crock that gets made will push it up the 

search rankings, the more people that read your drivel the better they will be able to avoid you. 
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As you say - bring it on. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 01:34 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

[quote=poweroldglory]WYK, 

 

The hate filled PMs of which you speak refer to this. I hate it when people have not the guts to 

stand up and face direct questioning. :mad: I hate it when people come on and spew their garbage 

because of their inability to make something work and prefer to blame someone else. :mad: I 

hate it when utter nut jobs like SBM and Renloyx vomit their irrelevant and irreverant drivel all 

over the ethernet. :mad:  

 

So if thats what you mean by hate filled then I stand guilty. I can feel the bile rising up inside 

again. I don't hate you, I hate the fact that you are so bilious towards a company and its personnel 

for no other reason other than you feel the company failed you and not the other way around. 

 

Feed on this: 

Quote: 

 
There is ZERO value in these conferences from Advantage Conferences. My sister in law 

paid $30.00 to a financial planning seminar given by David Ramsey called Financial 

Peace. Mr. Ramsey is a licensed financial advisor and has been on Oprah and has written 

many great books.[/QUOTE]  

 

There was zero value to you . That does not make it a zero value to the next person or the next 

or the next. In fact for every WYK thre are 100 people who feel the exact opposite. So who is to 

say whether something has value or not. The one apparent ex-rep who comes on scam.com and 

bleats or the huge number of people from all over the world who were on todays awesome 

Mindset Call who are gung ho about this crusade! 

 

You lose pal, you lose!!  

 

 

Why can't you come here with some facts? 

 

Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 01:42 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 



 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

This is straight from the Attorney General's website (I have highlighted the sentences that 

deserve special attention)!: 

 

Multi-Level Marketing 

 

Today, a popular type of sales program is "multi-level marketing" (MLM) or "network 

marketing." Many of these programs do not fall within the guidelines of the Texas Business 

Opportunity Act, so the sellers do not have to register with the Secretary of State or comply 

with the disclosure requirements. Such plans do offer people an opportunity to earn money and 

they should be evaluated just as closely as any other type of business opportunity. 

 

Generally, MLM plans allow you to recruit salespeople for your own sales team, who then 

recruit additional members. You receive commissions from sales made by your team. Team 

members down the line also get commissions from members below them. 

 

There are many legitimate MLM operators in Texas. However, it is a field in which there are 

many shady operators and questionable sales programs. Some are nothing more 

than pyramid schemes. 
Under the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act, you may not promote a pyramid promotional 

scheme. A pyramid promotional scheme is plan or operation by which a person gives 

consideration for the opportunity to receive compensation that is derived primarily 

from a person's introduction of other persons to participate in the plan or operation, 

rather than from the sale of a product by a person introduced into the plan or 

operation. This means that, for an MLM plan to be legal, commissions must come 

from the retail sale of a good and not from the recruitment of people to the sales 

team.  
 

Besides being a civil deceptive trade practice, pyramid 

promotion is a state jail felony punishable by imprisonment in a 

state jail for up to two years and by a fine of up to $10,000.00. 
Tips to Help You Evaluate MLM's 

 

Be skeptical of programs that can only be successful if new recruits continually join the sales 

organization. Are you required to recruit new people as a condition of joining the organization 

or can you earn money simply by selling the product? 

Before you join, be sure the product offered is something for which there is a 

market. Ask what the average monthly retail sales are per salesperson. Be wary of 

anyone who tells you that you do not have to sell anything to make money. For it to be 

legitimate, commissions must come from the retail sales of goods, so at some point someone 

will have to sell something.  



If the program you are considering does not provide distributors with a contractually 

enforcement right to a 90% refund of commercially resalable product within one 

year of the purchase of the product by the distributor, the program may be an illegal 

pyramid, not a multi-level distributorship. 

Be extremely careful and wary of buying business opportunities out of weekend 

seminars given in local hotels or advertised on late night television infomercials. If you buy 

from a hotel seminar, you must be given a notice of a three day right to cancel. 

Be wary of a sales pitch that includes promises of high rewards with little effort. 

 

 

PoweroldGlory, How can you argue againts the Attorney General. This warning on their website 

discribes Advantage Conferences "to a T".. 

 

spanky 06-23-2006 02:08 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by the411  

Innocent Folks: 

 

Let me explain what will happen when you get involved with AC.  

 

You can review their 3 steps, submit a President's Interview, and be Accepted. Then it is your 

option to become a Rep for $59 with no product purchase OR you purchase one of their 

conferences based on the level of commisions that you hope to earn. They want you to purchase 

a $10,000 conference that last 2 days. Just pause a moment and think about that logically. 2 

days= $10,000. 

 

Moving on. By this point they will have you fired up about the business opportunity and will 

continue saying all the right things to make you believe FAITH and hard work is enough to 

succeed at this deal. You will be plugged into message boards with people praying and hoping 

for success. Many of these people are honest Christian people I'm sure. But this thing becomes 

a money pit for people. The advertising cost after your initial $10,000 is going to put you in an 

enormous hole. 

 

You will be advertising on the same web spaces as 300 other Reps. Those that got in at the top 

will monopolize the top ad spaces. You will have to shell out BIG bucks in the long run to get 

your advertisements seen enough. 

 

Remember, while this opportunity has some uniqueness in it's Christian appeal, it is part of an 



industry that people are hugely skeptical of. Don't think that you can sign up everyone for 

$10,000 bucks a pop.  

 

I am opposed to encouraging anyone to give Advantage Conferences even one dollar. But if you 

simply must see for yourself, Become a rep for $59 and prove to yourself that Wishyouknew is 

telling you the truth. HE IS!! 

 

If you purchase the $10,000 conference. I pray that you have deep pockets, cause if that first 

$10,000 doesnt sting, the next 10-20 thousand on unsuccessful advertising sure will!! 

 

 

Excellent Post!!!!!....it is my hope that every person reads your post about A.C. if they are 

considering joining A.C.....you are very insightful... i hope you'll stick around here to help us 

fight off the scammers like soapboxdad, and poweroldglory...thanxs again :) 

 

Soapboxmom 06-23-2006 02:28 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

I had to jump on here and refute the following piece of utter crap from SoapBoxMumble: 

 

Lady, have you ever heard of the book 'The Millionaire Next Door' I cannot remember the 

author. SBD can you help on this one? Anyhoo, the gist is that there is a boatload of 

millionaires who live normal non obtrusive 'next-door-neighbour' lives. Darnell's one of them. 

The fact that he lives in such a house is irrelevant. Maybe if he'd kept all the money he's given 

away over the years he could afford to live in a mansion. Then again maybe he chooses not to 

for the obvious reason that what he believes and acts upon is not best served by doing what you 

describe. Then again maybe he doesn't give a dead dingo what you think. 

 

Why, he is giving to all those bogus charities he came up with and he is drowning in attorney 

fees for all those bogus lawsuits he has in the works. That explains everything doesn't it. Are 

those charities like some dummy corporations some "creative" folks have set up to funnel money 

into personal accounts offshore???? 

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

It's weeks since I was on last and my stomach has settled after the spate of half-truths, 

accusations, anti-Christian garbage and verbal diarrareha . (Sorry I don't suffer from it so I 



don't know how to spell it. I'm sure that one of you naysayers will correct me on the spelling as 

you demonstrate the term all the time! :) ) 

 

I see the same old tired stuff is continuing from you halfwits. 

 

Funny but we halfwits come armed with facts, documentation, accurate calculations and 

common sense. What have you brought to the table? 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

I want to put up a challenge to WYK. If you are so dead set on "bringing Tim Darnell to 

justice", instead of hiding behind this crock of human waste, why don't you prove your point in 

documentation and description of the effort you put in to making your AC experience a success. 

The fact is you can't. Your lack of success in this venture is your responsibility not Tim 

Darnell's, not AC's, not Jack Weinzierl's, not SBD. ITS YOURS PAL!! AC and TD make no 

promises, don't strong arm prospects. Shoot, they refuse to talk to them until they, the 

prospects, bring themselves to the table. They succed or don't succeed through their own 

efforts. 

 

You will never smoke out our courageous friend Wish. With a paltry 500 reps we won't make it 

easy for Mr. Litigious to find him.  

 

The reps lack of success is dictated by the structure of the compensation plan. Only Timmy, 

Wacko Jacko, a few early entrants and recruiters form heck will profit. Almost all the other reps 

will lose their money. You lying goons tell reps to expect to make at least 100 grand and were 

signing folks up to make 100 grand to a million.  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

Based on the above facts then, it can be established that every single whinnybutt who has 'lost' 

$10,000 has made the decision of their own accord. WYK, you are the one who made the 

mistake. You should not have got into this business in the first place. Grow up and face the fact 

that it is your shortcomings that have put you in this position and not Tim Darnell or AC. 

 

Wish didn't make any mistake. He believed and trusted lying experienced con men who use their 

religion to sucker in good Christian folk. 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  



As we have seen and I have proven above, as adults we should be responsible for our own 

actions, deeds, thoughts etc. Instead as a society we are all out to blame someone else for our 

lack of verve, elan, spunk, whatever you want to call it. We want to suck on the national teet 

and whine when things don't go our way and blame everyone but ourselves. 

 

We can blame lying deceitful con men for this mess. Spunk and verve won't make up for an 

inherently unfair comp plan, a ridiclulously overpriced product or the fact there are no retail 

customers willing to purchase the garbage. Hell, 200 of your 500 reps wouldn't pay for the joke 

of a conference.  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

WYK, you asked me why I got upset when I write if I'm not guilty? Simple my misguided friend. 

I care deeply about this country and it bothers me greatly that we are becoming a nation of 

whinners instead of the nation of winners the Founding Fathers started out for us to be. We 

escaped a tyranny of gargantuan proportion in my home country. We have lost sight of the 

goals and aspirations and I am doing my part to get us back on track.  

 

Doubtless I will be vilified and ridiculed by the deadbeats on this thread. Big deal!! WYK, if 

you have any ounce of desire to take responsibility for your own actions you'll quit bleating. On 

the other hand if this is where you get your jollies I guess you'll be on here till the cows come 

home. 

 

Anyhow, I have work to do. People, have a great day, hug someone, tell you love 'em!! 

 

The only winners in this deal are Timmy boy, Wacko Jacko, a few early entrants and recruiters 

from heck. You are robbing the pockets of almost all the reps to line the pockets of a few 

ungenuine cons.  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

Banter aside. By the way SoapBoxMumbojumbo, I've said this before and I'll say this again and 

again and again (Apparantly it takes 50000 times for a single direction from a parent to stick in 

the brain of a teenager. Lord only knows how many times it would take for information to sink 

into the brain of the brainiacs on this thread!! :eek:) Christianity is not about church on Sunday 

it's about a personal relationship with Jesus Christ which occurs within the temple that 

encompasses your mind, body and soul - 24/7/365!! 

 

What you fill that temple with dictates what you will become. I pray that you and the rest of the 

folks on here read, mark, learn and inwardly digest this closing thought.  

 



Bye!! :) 

 

Christianity has nothing to do with this. This is simply a glorified scam to relieve unsuspecting 

honest people of their cash. Timmy is still signing up folks expecting to earn 100 grand or more 

which means each rep must have more than 14 sales after qualifying. 500 reps need (x14) 7000 

reps. We can see that there are no customers/outside sales. 7000 need reps need 

98,000.....1,372,000.....19,208,000.......268,912, 000....3,764,768,000....52,706,752,000.......737,8 

94,528,000....... Is the grade school math too challenging for you?  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Soapboxmom 06-23-2006 02:38 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

WYK, 

 

The hate filled PMs of which you speak refer to this. I hate it when people have not the guts to 

stand up and face direct questioning. :mad: I hate it when people come on and spew their 

garbage because of their inability to make something work and prefer to blame someone else. 

:mad: I hate it when utter nut jobs like SBM and Renloyx vomit their irrelevant and irreverant 

drivel all over the ethernet. :mad:  

 

So if thats what you mean by hate filled then I stand guilty. I can feel the bile rising up inside 

again. I don't hate you, I hate the fact that you are so bilious towards a company and its 

personnel for no other reason other than you feel the company failed you and not the other way 

around. 

 

There was zero value to you . That does not make it a zero value to the next person or the next 

or the next. In fact for every WYK thre are 100 people who feel the exact opposite. So who is to 

say whether something has value or not. The one apparent ex-rep who comes on scam.com and 

bleats or the huge number of people from all over the world who were on todays awesome 

Mindset Call who are gung ho about this crusade! 

 

You lose pal, you lose!! 

 

Let the Holy War begin scammer. I just hope for your sake God is on your side as you ACers 

say, because I have every intention of bringing this scummy deal down. There is no value in this 

deal for anyone other than Timmy and his scamming friends.  

 

If we are vomting irrelevant drivel as you say then I guess you better produce some facts to 



refute us. Bring it on Scammer! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

txfan 06-23-2006 03:19 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory  

WYK, 

 

The hate filled PMs of which you speak refer to this. I hate it when people have not the guts to 

stand up and face direct questioning. :mad: 

 

Chris, I mean PowerOldGlory, if that's not the pot calling the kettle black!! Neither you or SBD 

will ever directly answer any questions posed to you about anything to do with numbers related 

to AC. You just come back with these wordy responses of "Christianese" and why people should 

just believe what you say and trust you. I've always been told that people with nothing to hide, 

hide nothing. Apparently that's not the case with AC. They won't reveal any numbers on 

earnings, they won't release any info about who the speakers are at these conferences that your 

paying $10,000 to go to.  

 

And, I'm sorry, I must have missed your reply on how as a Christian this is being a "wise" 

steward of my money? 

 

Furthermore, you can come on here and claim all you want about how many people you are 

bringing to Christ through this business. I'm just wondering what it will be like when you have to 

stand before God one day and answer for all of the people that got further turned away from Him 

because of your words and actions! 

 

txfan 06-23-2006 03:24 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

There is ZERO value in these conferences from Advantage Conferences. My sister in law paid 

$30.00 to a financial planning seminar given by David Ramsey called Financial Peace. Mr. 

Ramsey is a licensed financial advisor and has been on Oprah and has written many great 



books. 

 

This seminar has changed her life and she has been able to get out of debt and plan for her 

future.  

 

So tell me how these conferences that are $10,000 have a market value of $10,000. THEY 

DON'T! 

 

Tim's own church is actually going to be hosting Dave Ramsey's Financial Peace University this 

fall. How interesting since Dave has very openly spoken against MLM companies on his show 

repeatedly. I wonder if ole Timmy will try to strong arm his power and get it pulled from his 

church! 

 

Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 04:04 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by txfan  

Tim's own church is actually going to be hosting Dave Ramsey's Financial Peace University 

this fall. How interesting since Dave has very openly spoken against MLM companies on his 

show repeatedly. I wonder if ole Timmy will try to strong arm his power and get it pulled from 

his church! 

 

 

Txfan, man you must know some inside scoup on all Timmy Boy! Another great and funny post. 

The drama with this guy gets funnier and funnier!  

 

I encourage everyone to e-mail David Ramesy on www.davidramesy.com to let him know about 

this scam of a company. I just did.  

 

I also plan to mail a bunch of stuff to Tim's Pastor at Cottonwood Creek.  

I think they need to know to get this man some Christian help! 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 07:42 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Ryebread, thank you for a voice of reason, even if you may not see that same opportunity that I 

do at AC. And yes, AC pays commissions $7,000 over and over again. I have been the recipient 

of well over $200,000 of those commissions and the company pays out approximately 75%, but 

http://www.davidramesy.com/


no one wants to hear that here.  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by ryebread  

Ok, that is a promise. WHEN THEY BUY you earn 7K over and over. They are promising that 

they'll pay the rep. when people buy, but they are not promising that they WILL BUY. Get it? 

 

Does this company not pay the comissions? Is that the issue here? Or do you really think that is 

a promise that people will buy? 

 
 

 

Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 07:44 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Ryebread, thank you for a voice of reason, even if you may not see that same opportunity that I 

do at AC. And yes, AC pays commissions $7,000 over and over again. I have been the recepient 

of well over $200,000 of those commissions and the company pays out approximately 75%, but 

no one wants to hear that here. 

 

 

Ironic, how this is the one post you choose to respond to out of the last 20.. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 07:46 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Can or will succeed. I firmly believe that if people plug in and commit to building a long term 

business with AC they WILL succeed. Now, of course every definition of success varies. I have 

folks on my team that have grown tremendously personally through AC and if they make an 

extra $15,000 a year, they would consider that a success.  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by ryebread  

"ANYONE that is coachable and trainable and consistently works our home based business 

5-10 hours per week will succeed 



 

As I stated in another post, I have a problem with this one. I think the wording should be "can 

succeed" not "will succeed".  

 

But I still don't think this qualifies the entire company or opportunity as being "the worst scams 

I've ever seen".  

 

Again, people need to put aside their emotions and make a decision based on LOGIC. 

 
 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 07:49 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by openQuestion  

All MLMs are expert at promising everything while promising nothing. Semantics are a 

wonderful thing, as is implication. 

 

 

Open, I miss you :) AC does not promise anything and I try my best to disqualify folks as that 

last thing I want is a Wishyouknew who attends a few calls and then quits, on my team. This is a 

long term business and commitment and those looking for a get rich quick scheme need not 

apply. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 07:54 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by txfan  

Tim's own church is actually going to be hosting Dave Ramsey's Financial Peace University 

this fall. How interesting since Dave has very openly spoken against MLM companies on his 

show repeatedly. I wonder if ole Timmy will try to strong arm his power and get it pulled from 

his church! 

 

 

Tim, would not do this, he does not have any power to strong arm anyone.  

But, I guess he could try to sue his church. I would not put it past him. 

 



Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 07:55 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

His chuch does not even sell his book in the bookstore. 

 

Did anyone notice this thread has received 14,000 views. I wonder if anyone has brought this 

thread up in a Conference Call yet. This would be comical.. I wonder how Tim responds to this. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 08:01 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Txfan, man you must know some inside scoup on all Timmy Boy! Another great and funny post. 

The drama with this guy gets funnier and funnier!  

 

I encourage everyone to e-mail David Ramesy on www.davidramesy.com to let him know about 

this scam of a company. I just did.  

 

I also plan to mail a bunch of stuff to Tim's Pastor at Cottonwood Creek.  

I think they need to know to get this man some Christian help! 

 

I plan on going to this seminar at Cottonwood Creek, it will be interesting to see if Mr. Darnell is 

in attendence!. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 08:02 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Ironic, how this is the one post you choose to respond to out of the last 20.. 

 

Wish, I have earned $7,000 again today and I have been too busy mentoring others to even care 

what inaccuracies you are posting here. I just read through the thread and your posts along with 

TXfan and Renloyx the Christian hater, and there is nothing that even deserves a response. Have 

a blessed Friday. You do need prayer, that is a fact--not inaccuracy. 

 

http://www.davidramesy.com/


Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 08:08 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Wish, I have earned $7,000 again today and I have been too busy mentoring others to even care 

what inaccuracies you are posting here. I just read through the thread and your posts along 

with TXfan and Renloyx the Christian hater, and there is nothing that even deserves a response. 

Have a blessed Friday. You do need prayer, that is a fact--not inaccuracy. 

 

 

Yes, its easy for you to say that nothing deserves a response. Thats the easy way out. Come on 

"slay your giant"! Bring it..  

I am very sad to hear that you scammed another person. And that YOU are the one doing the 

mentoring.  

 

Your inability to come on here with any facts makes it VERY evident to the readers who is 

winning this debate and who is in need of prayer.  

 

I understand that you can't say much because of the pending lawsuits. 

 

Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 08:09 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by txfan  

Chris, I mean PowerOldGlory, if that's not the pot calling the kettle black!! Neither you or SBD 

will ever directly answer any questions posed to you about anything to do with numbers related 

to AC. You just come back with these wordy responses of "Christianese" and why people should 

just believe what you say and trust you. I've always been told that people with nothing to hide, 

hide nothing. Apparently that's not the case with AC. They won't reveal any numbers on 

earnings, they won't release any info about who the speakers are at these conferences that your 

paying $10,000 to go to.  

 

And, I'm sorry, I must have missed your reply on how as a Christian this is being a "wise" 

steward of my money? 

 

Furthermore, you can come on here and claim all you want about how many people you are 

bringing to Christ through this business. I'm just wondering what it will be like when you have 



to stand before God one day and answer for all of the people that got further turned away from 

Him because of your words and actions! 

 

Txfan, Soapboxdad again proved your point in this post. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 08:10 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Yet another representative who joined me today did in fact reference this site and recognized the 

agenda and bias here. He laughed and stated we must me doing something right. Those who are 

mature and who are not going from opportunity to opportunity, appreciate what we have. Wish, 

thank you for your post today that confirmed AGAIN that you have not attended an MMC. 

 

As for Dave Ramsey, he is awesome and also teaches on good stewardship and his focus is 

primarily on a person's limited resources vs. growing a business and entrepreneurship. You can 

learn how to stretch and dollar and I will learn how to make ten and be a good steward of those 

ten. That is your choice.  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

His chuch does not even sell his book in the bookstore. 

 

Did anyone notice this thread has received 14,000 views. I wonder if anyone has brought this 

thread up in a Conference Call yet. This would be comical.. I wonder how Tim responds to this. 

 
 

 

Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 08:15 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Yet another representative who joined me today did in fact reference this site and recognized 

the agenda and bias here. He laughed and stated we must me doing something right. Those who 

are mature and who are not going from opportunity to opportunity, appreciate what we have. 

Wish, thank you for your post today that confirmed AGAIN that you have not attended an 

MMC. 

 

As for Dave Ramsey, he is awesome and also teaches on good stewardship and his focus is 



primarily on a person's limited resources vs. growing a business and entrepreneurship. You can 

learn how to stretch and dollar and I will learn how to make ten and be a good steward of those 

ten. That is your choice. 

 

Listen, I understand that you are trying to get me to name the conference I attended.. But, I am 

not going to. As of right now you have zero clue as to who I am. And by me telling you any 

more details about myself you and Tim could try and narrow it down.  

 

You say Mr. Ramsey is awesome. He is would be VERY much againts a business model like 

Advantage Conferences. He would advise everyone to run as fast as they could from AC. Don't 

kid yourself! 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 08:17 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Wishyouknew you are humorous and have no credibility except with your piling on team. Yes, 

we have joked about your username on a call.  

 

AC is the plaintiff, just so you remember. You are one challenged individual. I thank the Lord 

every day for AC and for strong leaders like Tim Darnell who will not stand still when their is 

libel and slander. You guys and gals--SoapBoxMom should work for the Enquirer or Star. A two 

headed SoapBoxMom is found in church with Renloyx and Phinnly. Now, there is a story. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 08:19 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

I actually have more business experience than Mr. Ramsey so I will go with my experience, 

education and personal track record at Advantage Conferences as well. Boy, if you knew what I 

knew, you would be laughing at your posts right now.  

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Listen, I understand that you are trying to get me to name the conference I attended.. But, I am 

not going to. As of right now you have zero clue as to who I am. And by me telling you any 

more details about myself you and Tim could try and narrow it down.  

 

You say Mr. Ramsey is awesome. He is would be VERY much againts a business model like 

Advantage Conferences. He would advise everyone to run as fast as they could from AC. Don't 

kid yourself! 



 
 

 

Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 08:20 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Yet another representative who joined me today did in fact reference this site and recognized 

the agenda and bias here. He laughed and stated we must me doing something right. 

 

The only thing AC is doing right is targeting uneducated, gullible, money hungry, people who 

call each other Christians. 

 

Good, I am glad we are getting brought up in your conference calls. This shows that the 

perspective rep, would not go on scam.com if they were not skeptical. But, then I guess greed 

takes over and they fall prey to the brainwashing of Tim Darnell. 

 

And trust me, my group of friends and coworkers laugh at you guys all the time. And many of 

my friends go to church with Tim. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 08:25 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

It is funny that you cannot even state how many men and women presented at the MMC. You 

were going to look for your materials in your attic (nice delay tactic) then came back from a 

weekend and said, no I better not share. Funny if you thought there was no value, why would 

you have saved the materials and put them in your attic? You may have joined AC, but you 

never attended an MMC so the one person here who states they have bashing this company, 

cannot even share a fact. Yes, I have attended the first three MMCs, learning from 18 

millionaires and I am sold out for Advantage Conferences. The great thing about the truth is it is 

the truth whether you recognize it or not.  

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Listen, I understand that you are trying to get me to name the conference I attended.. But, I am 

not going to. As of right now you have zero clue as to who I am. And by me telling you any 

more details about myself you and Tim could try and narrow it down.  



 

You say Mr. Ramsey is awesome. 

 
 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 08:30 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Yes, I have my MBA, have built mutliple million dollar businesses and we have attracted fellow 

millionaires, pastors, doctors, entrepreneurs, and people from various professions and stay at 

home Moms and Dads. Yes, according to your post, thank you for your additional inaccuracies.  

 

I am proud of the folks that we attract into our business and I pray every day that the right people 

are attracted to AC and that the wrong people--you know who you are, stay away from 

Advantage Conferences. Life is too short to work with folks like you and SoapBoxMom.  

 

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

The only thing AC is doing right is targeting uneducated, gullible, money hungry, people who 

call each other Christians. 

 

Good, I am glad we are getting brought up in your conference calls. This shows that the 

perspective rep, would not go on scam.com if they were not skeptical. But, then I guess greed 

takes over and they fall prey to the brainwashing of Tim Darnell. 

 
 

 

Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 08:41 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Instead of going back and forth with you bragging about yourself and Advantage Conferences. 

Why don't you come with some mathematical figures to prove us wrong. Why don't you answer 

the questions we have come with.  

 

 

Why don't you respond to the post about the Attorney General's warning, you going to try and 

pretend thats not there and that it does not describe Advantage Conferences..  

 

Why can't you argue the fact that the MAJORITY of the reps don't earn their money back.. 

 



SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 09:18 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Actually I and others already addressed your ignorant post about the AG office. You are 

delusional and really need to seek help. There is no sense in debating you as you fail to recognize 

the value of our conference and you have been caught in several lies and inaccuracies. Our AC 

businesses are expanding each week and thanks for schooling me on the Google search results. 

As if... In fact, your extra exposure is helping our business. You provide the perfect example for 

the reason AC exists. Thank you for the real life example and folks can click on your username 

and read through your posts. 

 

renloyx 06-23-2006 10:11 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Ryebread, thank you for a voice of reason, even if you may not see that same opportunity that I 

do at AC. And yes, AC pays commissions $7,000 over and over again. I have been the recipient 

of well over $200,000 of those commissions and the company pays out approximately 75%, but 

no one wants to hear that here. 

 

So how many of your 28+ victims made their $10000 back? 

 

renloyx 06-23-2006 10:18 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

It is funny that you cannot even state how many men and women presented at the MMC. 

 

Its funny you cant even tell us who presented at the last MMC. Real funny. 

 

renloyx 06-23-2006 10:23 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  



Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by Wishyouknew  

Why don't you come with some mathematical figures to prove us wrong. Why don't you answer 

the questions we have come with.  

 

Why can't you argue the fact that the MAJORITY of the reps don't earn their money back.. 

 

 

Why did you ignore this part of his post scammer? 

 

Wishyouknew 06-23-2006 03:54 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Actually I and others already addressed your ignorant post about the AG office. You are 

delusional and really need to seek help. There is no sense in debating you as you fail to 

recognize the value of our conference and you have been caught in several lies and 

inaccuracies. Our AC businesses are expanding each week and thanks for schooling me on the 

Google search results. As if... In fact, your extra exposure is helping our business. You provide 

the perfect example for the reason AC exists. Thank you for the real life example and folks can 

click on your username and read through your posts. 

 

 

Again, the fact that you are saying I am lieing, is a lie. You have addressed nothing and have not 

responded with any substance WHAT SO EVER! 

 

This shows what kind of person you are.  

 

Calling others ignorant and delusional, man you are some kind of Christian.  

 

And yet Again, no mathmatical facts or figures of how many people loose their money. Why do 

you bother posting at all? 

 

the411 06-23-2006 06:16 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

For SoapBoxDad, PowerOldGlory and any Genuine Christian that wants to see the 



True Heart of Advantage Conferences: 
 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad 

I actually have more business experience than Mr. Ramsey so I will go with my experience, 

education and personal track record at Advantage Conferences as well. Boy, if you knew what I 

knew, you would be laughing at your posts right now.  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad 

Now you are somehow smarter than this MBA who has built several businesses, who has also 

been involved with Advantage Conferences for the past year, who has attended 3 MMCs and has 

first hand experience.  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad 

You are delusional and really need to seek help....You provide the perfect example for the reason 

AC exists. Thank you for the real life example.  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by SoapBoxDadGood luck to you with your part time jobs and your job on 

scam.com. Does it pay benefits? Mine sure does as we change lives for eternity.  

 

 

Now that you have read direct quotes from these Advantage Conferences Reps, Read the direct 

Quote From Luke 18:10-14 

 

To some who were confident of their own righteousness and looked down on everybody else, 

Jesus told this parable:  

"Two men went up to the temple to pray, one a Pharisee and the other a tax collector. The 

Pharisee stood up and prayed about himself: 'God, I thank you that I am not like other men—

robbers, evildoers, adulterers—or even like this tax collector. I fast twice a week and give a tenth 

of all I get.'  

"But the tax collector stood at a distance. He would not even look up to heaven, but beat his 

breast and said, 'God, have mercy on me, a sinner.'  

 

"I tell you that this man, rather than the other, went home justified before God. For everyone 

who exalts himself will be humbled, and he who humbles himself will be exalted." 

 

Advantage Conference Reps on this thread have taken a certain tone which reflects one of the 

characters above. I will leave that for others to discern. 

 

openQuestion 06-23-2006 06:35 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 



  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Open, I miss you :) AC does not promise anything and I try my best to disqualify folks as that 

last thing I want is a Wishyouknew who attends a few calls and then quits, on my team. This is a 

long term business and commitment and those looking for a get rich quick scheme need not 

apply. 

 

As I said, there are promises, and there are implications. 

 

Soapboxmom 06-23-2006 06:43 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

More fun with math!  

Total sales to date = 300 for the 500 reps active. 

 

Daddio---$200,000 = 29 sales 

 

Wacko Jacko----$540,000 = 77 sales 

 

Timmy boy-----around what Jack has or more = 77 sales 

------------------------------------------------------------------- 

183 sales approximately so far. That leaves 117 for the remaining 497 reps. That averages out to 

0.24 sales each! So, now Daddio who exactly is making money here? 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 08:16 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by openQuestion  

As I said, there are promises, and there are implications. 

 

Open, then if you are using that loose of a definition of promise, there are many lies being posted 

by SoapBoxMom and Wish--not inaccuracies. If that is your definition of a promise, then I 

overestimated you. 

 



SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 08:20 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

The employee mindset is alive and well on this thread. As for someone schooling me on my 

faith, I take what you say to heart, but you may want to read back through the entire thread and 

not let your overwhelming bias get in the way. I am not perfect, just Saved and forgiven.  

 

The fact is, just by being associated with our Advantage Conferences, you are going to be 

introduced to powerful concepts that are going to change your life. I can tell you from my own 

experience that you will become a product of one of the richest teaching and mentoring 

environments that has ever been offered. You will learn that you can be a bigger giver and 

someone who lives in a reality of abundance versus the scarcity that the rest of the world teaches. 

 

You will learn how you can be a tremendous influence not just in your immediate city, but 

literally on a global basis. And you will learn how important your thinking is regarding your 

financial situation. You may have already read the statement, “if you want to be a millionaire, 

you’ve got to learn to think like a millionaire.” And that is the absolute truth. Can you 

accomplish learning to think like a millionaire? Absolutely you can. 

 

Most of the folks posting on this thread have grown up with an employee mentality, and there is 

nothing wrong with that. But if you recognize the value of independence, self-responsibility and 

business ownership, you will want to change that employee mentality and begin developing an 

“entrepreneurial” mentality. That is the essence of the ongoing education that you will receive at 

Advantage Conferences – learning how to be a successful, Christian entrepreneur. Entrepreneurs 

are not afraid of dealing with larger amounts of money on a day by day basis. They are not afraid 

of making much greater incomes. They are not afraid of thinking in larger dollar amounts. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 08:24 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

So, let’s talk about our products.  

 

Question #4 of the President’s Interview goes like this, “What is the AC product, and why do 

you value the Product, its purpose and concept? By the way, before I explain the product, one 

thing you should know is that unlike all the other opportunities you may have reviewed out there, 

we carefully screen each Candidate Representative with a President’s Interview. All the other 

opportunities out there allow anybody that can write a check - to be involved in their business. 

Does that make sense? Not at all. Not if you’re building a business that is here for the long haul. 

Would a legitimate company hire just anybody who filled out an application? Of course not! One 

bad apple can create a lot of problems and weaken an entire business. We are not looking for 

anyone who can write a check. Businesses that do that, which is all of our perceived competitors, 

are obviously not interested in who you are or what talents you bring to the table, or whether you 

are really qualified to be a successful Rep – no, they are simply interested in receiving your 



money. That is not our criteria for involvement at Advantage Conferences. We are interested in 

placing only qualified Reps in our business and you will find that to be a major difference with 

this opportunity and everyone else out there. 

 

Back to the product: The AC product is ongoing - Christian - Entrepreneurial Mindset - 

Mentoring. Product purchasers, also known as clients, receive a unique and powerful ongoing 

education on the subjects of money, income, business development, finances, leadership, 

entrepreneurial strategies, entrepreneurial mistakes, and the crucial thinking that is required to 

become uncommonly successful. This education and mentoring takes place thru several products 

that integrate together and complement each other. First of all, clients can attend our Millionaire 

Mindset Conference. The company brings in six highly successful Christian Millionaires who in 

a live and interactive format are interviewed by AC President, Tim Darnell. These Millionaire 

Mentors tell their stories, the invaluable lessons they’ve learned, the mistakes they made along 

the way, and give advice based on the many areas of their life experience that eventually turned 

into ultra-success. The audience has ample time to ask questions about matters that they believe 

are important. These sessions are powerful, oftentimes emotional, and always highly impactful 

for anyone who recognizes that each comment contains nuggets of wisdom from people that are 

there for one reason – to impart their wisdom and knowledge to the Attendees. 

 

Let’s repeat a very important concept. If you want to be a millionaire, you’ve got to learn to 

think like a millionaire! It is the thinking that makes all the difference. The transition from your 

current situation to a more empowered, more successful place is not happenstance or luck. It is a 

purposeful, predictable result that can occur for anybody. It occurs in the tweaking of your 

thoughts, your self-image, and the consistent activities that will take you to a new reality. When 

you learn to think thoughts that are truly in alignment and congruence with success, you will find 

that success will physically become your reality. 

 

The Millionaire Mindset Conference is a two day conference. The price includes your spouse’s 

ticket as well as your primary ticket. This unique, one of a kind Conference experience is 

powerful, and can be life changing if you are looking to change your life. A single idea that you 

gain from only one of the 6 Millionaire Mentors can mean all the difference for your success 

journey. Translated into dollars and cents, that one idea, that one thought change can truly be 

“the thing” that facilitates your personal progress and take you to profound entrepreneurial 

success, six digit profits, and possibly even millions of dollars in gross revenues and personal 

profits. 

 

Knowing the mistakes that these Millionaires have made, which they talk candidly about in 

detail, can help you avoid those same mistakes in your journey. Many have had to file for 

bankruptcy for a single mistake, and your knowing what that mistake looks like can be worth 

hundreds of thousands of dollars NOT lost, and realistically make you hundreds of thousands in 

profits. The value of this knowledge is beyond calculating, but savvy, enterprising individuals 

recognize that they don’t know all the answers and are anxious to find and use every valid piece 

of information available.  

 

Listen to the voices of success and experience. Give credence to a bona-fide Millionaire when 

they say, the bridge is out up ahead. That is so much more intelligent a track to run on than just 



blindly, and may I say, ignorantly plowing forward. The school of hard knocks is a great teacher. 

But let’s let someone else find out the hard, and oftentimes very, very expensive way. There is 

no glory in stepping on a land mine just because you want to do it yourself. Better to learn from 

others what the land mines look like and where they are likely to be found. 

 

The AC product is something not available anywhere else. I encourage you to do all the reading 

and all the seminar attending you can regarding the subject of success and entrepreneurship, but 

you will not find a product like the MMC anywhere else. 

 

SoapBoxDad 06-23-2006 08:25 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

In addition to the benefit of Conference attendance, you become eligible to attend all future 

Millionaire Mindset Conferences at an unprecedented 90 percent discount. This is called the 

MMC Advantage. Once you’ve attended your first full two day conference, you are encouraged 

to attend subsequent Millionaire Mindset conferences at a fraction of the price of your first one. 

This ensures that you are receiving this powerful information on an ongoing basis. What better 

way to stimulate your creative thought processes regarding your business? What better way to be 

innovative and empowered in taking your business to the next level? 

 

In addition to your first Millionaire Mindset Conference experience and the ongoing, year after 

year MMC Advantage, you will own the private pin code to AC Founder and author, Tim 

Darnell’s weekly Millionaire Mindset Teleconferences. This phone call takes place 52 weeks a 

year, and I can just tell you it is a highly empowering, highly impactful weekly event. This will 

often include our Millionaire Mentors as guests. I can tell you that I’ve had several single calls 

that have totally changed paradigms that have held me back for most of my adult life. These are 

truly life changing calls. As an MMC-IV Attendee or Representative, you receive all 52 calls for 

free. You won’t want to miss a single call. 

 

Remember, this is ongoing, Christian Entrepreneurial Mindset Mentoring - ongoing education – 

that you cannot receive any other place. If you value education, then you will value this product. 

If you don’t value education and mentoring from appropriate sources, then you may want to look 

somewhere other than Advantage Conferences. 

 

Rest assured, you will be trained extensively at Advantage Conferences. This is both hands-on, 

teleconferencing training, as well as electronically delivered training that explains in detail a 

variety of methodologies that are working for others. Your role is to be a good student and have 

patience as you build your Rep-ship. Dollars won’t come rolling in immediately, but over time, 

with consistency and patience you will see results. Much of the training is extremely important 

Mindset training that covers the intangible qualities that a leader in business – your business - 

must have. If you are willing to apply the mechanics and improve the intangible aspects of You, 

Incorporated, you will begin to experience success at the point that is right in your life. A time-

line for success is different in every single case and is really contingent on you and you alone. 

 



openQuestion 06-23-2006 08:28 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
  

Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by SoapBoxDad  

Open, then if you are using that loose of a definition of promise, there are many lies being 

posted by SoapBoxMom and Wish--not inaccuracies. If that is your definition of a promise, then 

I overestimated you. 

 

Having a problem reading today, are we? I said it's an IMPLICATION. Now I'll leave you to 

battle it out with everyone else. 
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